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SUMMARY

Motivated problem-solver with 3 and a half years of demonstrated ability to supervise, lead, follow
and serve in all aspects of operations, while also being responsible for the training of subordinate 
personnel.

SKILLS

Leadership, Supervising.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Infantryman Team Leader
ABC Corporation  April 2002 – October 2008 
 Responsible for the overall welfare, fitness, morale, and discipline of up to 5 Soldiers.
 Supervises and trains team members through mentorship, coaching, and counseling to 

ensure the safety and survivability.
 Provides technical and tactical guidance to subordinates and professional support to both 

subordinates and superiors in the performance of their duties.
 Monitors and authorizes entrance and departure of employees, visitors, and other persons to 

guard against theft tampering, damage and maintained security of premises.
 Provides security, warning persons of rule infractions or violations, and apprehend or evict 

violators from premises, using force when necessary.
 Operates a variety of military vehicles performing and supervising operator maintenance and 

upkeep on assigned equipment.
 Supervises the management, maintenance, and accountability of assigned military 

equipment.

Infantryman Team Leader
Delta Corporation  1999 – 2002 
 Maintain the health and welfare of my soldiers by conducting physical fitness, expert 

marksmanship skills, and land navigation skills.
 Conducted missions,in Mosul and Baghdad Iraq, against well known terrorist such as Abu Al 

Zarquwi, and survived encounters with militia units by .
 Was awarded 2 Army achievement medals and an Army Accommodation medal for my actions

in engagements with the enemy in combat.
 Skills Used Land navigation skills, map reading, knowledge of weapon systems, expert 

marksmanship skills, situational awareness skills, and health .
 Honorable Discharge (Disabled).
 Leadership Evaluation Reports Troop Leading Accountability Physical training 

Accomplishments Led Soldiers into combat Trained soldiers to become .
 Responsible for leading a 4 man team throughout deployment and training exercises 

Accomplishments My fire team by always setting the example and .

EDUCATION

Diploma in Professional Motorcycle Repair Program - 2005(Professional Career Development 
Institue - Atlanta, GA)
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